
Math 3 Changes 2016 August 18, 2016

When new problems are added or old problems are moved or deleted all subsequent num-
bering may be affected. These are not individually listed. Wording adjustments were made
to reflect the use of tools other than a calculator in the following 2015 edition problems:

1#6,
1#10,
4#6,
5#11,
7#5,
14#6,

17#1,
17#2,
17#3,
20#5,
20#6,
22#3,

22#7,
26#10,
30#2,
30#13,
32#7,
32#8,

33#7,
34#2,
34#4,
38#6,
39#5,
40#4,

45#7,
48#8,
49#2,
50#6,
50#7,
51#5,

51#6,
54#2,
55#4,
58#3,
58#8,
60#2,

60#3,
64#10,
71#2,
71#3,
73#3,
73#5,

74#5,
78#3,
79#1,
79#2,
80#7,
81#4,

85#1,
89#10,
96#11.

Numbers below refer to numbering from the 2016 edition, unless followed by (‘15) indicating
the 2015 edition.

16 changed number
26 deleted
33 rewording
35 italicized dihedral
114 reworded
122 changed r to R
131 removed zeros
136 rewording
150 updated prices
164 moved from 20#2(‘15), slight rewording
169 reworded to more specifically ask about motion
16#5(‘15) deleted
205 new problem
206 new problem
208 moved from 20#3(‘15)
209 moved from 15#4(‘15), slight rewording
255 reworded to include 24#9(‘15)
24#9(‘15) deleted (incorporated into previous problem)
37#2(‘15) deleted
389 changed last sentence to ask for area
399 replaced “equation” with “diagram”
450 italicized parameter
452 reworded
467 changed numbers
468 rewritten
553 added “discuss its domain” to part (a)
591 added six-sided
610 reworded, new variable
621 moved to supplement (23#3) and replaced with a new problem



623 new problem
673 new problem
683 changed names of restaurants and “percent” to “%” for spacing
703 reworded, added part (d)
721 changed times
722 changed time and largest n
798 rewritten
809 rewritten version of 86#9(‘15)
94#4(‘15) deleted
899 added “loan”
p. 202 calculator-ready deleted reference since it no longer appears in our book
p. 202 Cartesian equation changed to “Cartesian form”
p. 210 parameter changed page reference

pp. 201-215 all page references changed to problem references
angular size of an arc - added 37/5
area of a triangle - added 10/3, deleted 13/5
cartesian equation - added 32/6, 45/8 (no previous references)
circumcenter - added 11/4 (no previous reference)
concentric - added 24/1, 62/6, deleted 22/??
confocal conics - added 62/6
cosines of supplementary angles - added 24/9, deleted 25/??
directrix - added 59/6
exponential functions - added 40/6
great circle - deleted 27/??
hyperbola I - added 76/2, deleted 75/??
logarithms, rules of - added 49/2, 50/7 51/5, 53/5, 53/6 (no previous reference)
parabola - added 29/4, 59/6, 64/11 (no previous reference)
quarter turn - added 6/12, deleted 7/??
sequence - added 93/6, deleted 76/??
series - added 93/6
sines of supplementary angles - added 24/9, deleted 25/??
tesselate - added 11/7, deleted 9/??


